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The paper contains a review of various bundles which may be associated to the bundle
of linear frames and used to describe properties of space relevant to physics. Restrictions,
extensions, prolongations and reductions are defined iIi terms of morphisms of principal
bundles. It is shown that the holonomic prolongation of a G-structure exists iff the cor
responding structure function vanishes. G-connections are related to restrictions of the
bundle of second-order frames. It is shown that these restrictions may be used to classify
theories of space-time and gravitation. A distinction is made between a projective con
nection and a geodetic structure. In the framework of the Einstein-Cartan theory, the pro
jective connection of a space-time is compatible with its metric tensor iff the spin density
is bivector-valued. As an example, we mention a new theory of gravitation and electro
magnetism based on the Weyl-Cartan structure of space-time and on the Yang quadratic
Lagrangian.

1. Introduction

The fundamental significance of a linear connection in the relativistic theory of space,
time, and gravitation could have been recognized as early as in 1913 by Einstein and
Grossmann [13]. Weyl was the first to distinguish the two basic elements of Riemannian
geometry: the conformal structure of space and the projective geometry of paths, defined
by the set of all geodesics [40]. In the space-time of general relativity, the former is deter
mined by the propagation oflight and the latter is related to freely falling particles. E. Cartan
clarified the role played by the linear connection in the Newtonian theory [5], introduced
the notion of torsion [6], and put forward a general theory of connections which soon
became a classical mathematical subject [28], [20]. The role played by, and the uniqueness
of, the connection in space-time may be looked upon as consequences of the principle
of equivalence [I], [32]. These and other problems related to the physical interpretation
of the Newtonian, path (geodetic), and conformal structures are presented in recent
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298 A. TRAUTMAN

books [38], [26] and articles [33], [10], [11], [27]. The purpose 9f this paper is to give
an overview of the fundamental differential-geometric notions which may be associated
with a space-time and used to classify theories of gravitation founded on connections.
The paper is based in part on the text of a lecture delivered by the author on July 3, 1973,
at j:he Symposium on New Mathematical Methods in Physics held in Bonn [34] and in
part on seminars given in May, 1975, at Princeton University, Yeshiva University, the
University of Texas at Austin and at Dallas, the University of Chicago, and Brandeis
University.

A geometric model for gravitation is determined by giving a four-dimensional dif
ferential manifold X, interpreted as the space-time, and

(i) a restriction E of the bundle LX of linear frames of X to a group G c GL4(R);
this restriction defines a generalized metric structure on X;

(ii) a connection on E, or, equivalently, a linear connection on LX compatible with
the generalized metric structure;

(iii) a system of "equations of motion" which further restrict the geometric elements
of X and relate them to the spatio-temporal distribution of matter.

This paper deals only with the "kinematic" part of the model, i.e. with its properties
defined by (i) and (ii). It will be shown that conditions (i) and (ii) may be replaced by
a single one, requiring that the bundle KX of aholonomic second-order frames of X be
restricted to the group G.

2. Morphisms of principal bundles

Let XI = (El> X, GI, 11:1), i = 1, 2, be a pair of principal differential bundles over
the base X and let 'Pi: EI x GI ~ EI be the map defining the action of GI in Ei ([3], [9],
[35], [31]). If (h, g) is a morphism of Xl into X2, then g: G1 ~ G2 is a morphism of Lie
groups and the diagram

is commutative. We accept the following terminology, which is in agreement with [9],
but at variance with that of [20] and [35]:

If both hand g are injective immersions, then

Xl is said to be a restriction of X2 relative to (h, g), or, by abuse of language, E1 is
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called a restriction of Ez to G1;

Xz is said to be an extension of Xl relative to (h, g), or, simply, Ez is called an ex-
tension of E1 to G2·

If both hand g are surjective submersions, then
Xl is said to be a prolongation of "z relative to (h, g) and E1 is called a prolongation

of E2 to G1;

Xz is said to be a reduction of Xl relative to (h, g) and Ez is obtained from E1 by
reducing the structure group to Gz·

3. G-structures

Let (LX, X, GLn(R), 'JT,) be the bundle of linear frames of a real, n-dimensional dif
ferential manifold X. A linear frame r E LX may be identified with the linear isomorphism

r: Rn ~ Tn:(r)X.

A restriction of LX to G c GLn(R) defines aG-structure on X [31]. The following diagram
contains some of the most important subgroups of GLn(R) for n = 2m [18]:

r--------'j" · OLr
so, • SLn---~)o-GL;;(Rr

1· j j

O.~L.-/-_. GL,,(R)
co,

Let ta be the transpose of the matrix a and let j = (_~ ~), where 1is the unit m x m
matrix. The definitions of the subgroups occurring in the diagram and the names of the
corresponding G-structures on an n-dimensional manifold are summarized in Table I.

If ja = aj, then a = (_ ~ ~), where A and Bare m x m real matrices. The map

(_; ~)l-+A+iB is an isomorphism of groups and det(_~ ~) = Idet(A+iBW.

The condition taa = /is then equivalent to rA - it B) (A + iB) == 1. The adverb "almost"
has to do with the lack of integrability of the corresponding structure. It is seldom used
in the context of conformal structure, but we adjoined it here for the sake of uniformity.
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TABLE I

, .

Symbol of the

I

Defining
Name of the

group G
Iequations

groupIcorresponding G-structure

GL.(R)

deta oF 0general linear (in n

variables over R) .GLt(R)
deta> 0restricted linearoriented space

L"

(deta)2 = 1unimodularspace with a volume element

SL"

deta = 1special linear
oriented space with a volume

element
CO.

'aa = 1'1, I' eRhomothetic(almost) conformal structure

O.

'aa == Iorthogonal(almost) Euclidean structure

SO.

'aa = I
special orthogonal

oriented, (almost) Euclidean

deta = 1
structure

GL",(C)

ja = aj,general linear (in malmost complex structuredeta oF 0
variables over C)

Spm

'aja =jsymplecticalmost symplectic structure·

Um

ja = aj,
unitary

almost Hermitian structure
'aa = I

In general, there are obstacles hindering the introduction of a G-structure on a mani
fold [30]. Roughly speaking, it is hard to restrict LX to a "small" group, unless certain
topological conditions are satisfied. If the manifold X admits a G-structure, then it also
admits any H-structure, where G c: H. As a rule, the G-structure, if it exists, is not unique.

4. Bundles of projective and affine frames

Given a G-structure on an n-dimensional manifold X and a homomorphism of Lie
groups g: G -+ H, there is a canonically defined principal bundle (F, H, X, nF); if E c: LX
is the total space of the G-structure, then (cf. [3], 6.6.1)

F= (ExH)/G.

Clearly, F is the total space of a bundle associated to E. If g is the inclusion homomor
phism of G into a larger subgroup H of GLn(R), then F is a restriction of LX, i.e., F is
the total space of a H-structure. If g is surjective, then F = E/ker g. An important example /
of a construction of the latter type is provided by the definition ,of the bundle of projective
frames of X. Let

~I
I I
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be the canonical map onto the projective general linear group [4]. In this case, ker P is

the D?-ultiplicativegroup of the reals. The total space PLX of the bundle associated to LX
by P consists of projective frames. The bundle of projective frames is a reduction of LX

to PGLiR). The natural action of PGLiR) in the projective space Pn-1 = p(Rn) defines
a bundle associated to PLX, namely the projective tangent bundle PTX. The latter may
also be obtained from the tangent bundle by removing the zero section and identifying,
at any point of the manifold X, all parallel vectors. In other words, PTX is the bundle

of (tangent) directions of X.

Another possibility is to consider the projective extension of the tangent bundle. The
fibre over x E X of the projective extension is the n-dimensional projective space P(R x
x TxX). Here the typical fibre is Pn, and the corresponding principal bundle PAX has

PGLn+ 1(R) as the structure group [7], [19].
Another important principal bundle which may always be associated with a manifold

X is the bundle of affine frames, AX. It may be obtained from LX by the canonical injec
tion of GLn(R) into the general affine group, GAn(R), considered as a semi-direct product
of GLn(R) by Rn with respect to the natural action of GLn(R) in Rn. There are natural
transformations among these bundles. In the diagram

AX P PAX

r r
LX------- •••-PLX

the vertical arrows are natural injections and P maps the affine frame ('0' ,), where '0
E TxX and, = ('1' ... , 'n) ELxX, into the extended projective frame (p(l, '0), p(O, '1), ...
... ,P(O,,")), Here p is the canonical map of RxTxX- {O,O} onto P(RxTxX)'

5. Fibre bua4les associated to space-time

Lichnerowicz [23], [24]was among the first to emphasize the impQl'tance of the Lorentz
bundle in the theory of relativity, whereas Kiinzle [22] defined the Galilei bundle which
underlies Newtonian physics. The following diagram contains some of the groups relevant
for theories of space-time:

AL•••GA4(R)---PGL5(R)

1 r1
SL2(C)

•••.Lo•••.L•••M ___ GL4(R)~PGL4(R)

r rr 1
SU2

•••503•••OJ "'G
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Most of the symbols occurring above have a generally accepted meaning. L is the Lorentz
group, Lo is the connected component of the identity in L. The Maxwell group M is
the group of "Lorentz homotheties": a E M iff a is the product of a Lorentz transfor
mation and a dilatation. AL is the inhomogeneous Lorentz group ("Poincare group"). The
orthochronous Galilei group G is defined as the group of all invertible 4 x 4 matrices a
which satisfy

ah = ha and 7:a = 7:,

where h = diag(O, 1,1,1) E R4®R4 and 7: = (1,0,0,0) E (R4)* is the one-form of
absolute time.

A restriction of LX to M defines the conformal structure of space-time (tlle Maxwell
bundle). The Lorentz and Galilei bundles are defined as restrictions of LX to Land G,
respectively. An 03-structure on a four-dimensional space-time X is assumed in the theories
of electromagnetism based on the notion of an aether.

6. Prolongations

Let us now consider examples of structures which may be associated to a manifold
X by introducing prolongations of G-structures on X. Given a surjective morphism g:
H ~ G of Lie groups, the corresponding prolongation need not exist and, if it does, it
is not unique, in general. For example, the introduction of a spin structure on a manifold
may be regarded as a restriction of its bundle of frames to SOn, followed by a prolon
gation corresponding to the canonical map Spinn ~ SOn' In the theory of relativity,
one usu':illy considers the spin structure corresponding to SL2(C) ~ Lo [25J, [15J, [8J.

There is one type of prolongations which always exist and are canonically attached
to .the bundle of linear frames of any manifold: .these are the differential prolongations

due to Ehresmann [12J. They may be conveniently described in terms ofa functor (the
"lifting functor") from the category of local diffeomorphisms to the category of principal
bundles [21J.

For the purposes of this article, it suffices to consider only the first order differential
prolongations of the bundle of linear frames. (They are also said to be second order pro
longations of X.) For this reason, we use an ad hoc notation which is explained below.
If s: U ~ LX is a local section of n and x E U c X, then jx(s) is the jet of order one of
s at x (cf. [3J, 12.1.2). This jet is completely characterized by the vector space Jx(s)

= Txs(TxX) c T.(x)LX. The space V.(x) = ker T.(x)n of vertical vectors is complemen
tary to J.(x),

T.(x)LX = Jx(s)EJ;lV.(x)'

Let (Xx(s): Ts(x)LX ~ 2'(Rn) be the linear form associating to a vector U E T.(x)LX that
element of the Lie algebra 2'(Rn) of GLn = GLn(R) which, by the action of the group,
induces the Vertical component of u. Clearly, the set KX of all first-order jets of local
sections of n is in a bijective and natural correspondence with the set of all forms (X which
have the generic properties implied by the previous definition. We may identify jx(s) with
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the corresponding form and write IXx(S) E KX. There is a natura! map a: KX -+ LX defined
by a (lXx(s) ) = sex), and a natural structure on KX which makes (KX, LX, a) into a
bundle. Moreover, this is a principal bundle and its structure group may be determined
as follows. Let 0 be the canonical, R"-valued horizontal one-form on LX, 0,: T,LX -+ R".
If IX, IX' E KX and a(lX) = a(IX') = r, then IX' -IX is horizontal. There thus exists a linear
map

such that
IX' = IX+boO.

Therefore, the structure group ofa is the additive group !l'(R", !l'(R") of linear
maps of R" into !l'(R"LMoreover, no a: KX -+ X is a principal bundle with structure
group GKII, a semi-direct product of GLIIby !l'(R", !l'(R") relative to the action of GLII
given by b t-+ Ada 0 b 0 a-l, where Ada(e) = a 0 co a-l, a E GLn, bE !l'(R", !l'(R")), and
e E !l'(R").

A local section s: U -+ LX is said to be holonomie if it is induced by a local coordinate
map ~: U -+ R", <Sj(x), (d~j)x> = CJ{,for any x E U. The form IX = (IX}) E KX corresponds
to a holonomic section iff [42]

d():+IX~/,JJ! = 0 (1)

where r = a(IX). The set L2X of all first-order jets of local holonomic sections of n is
a subbundle of KX. Its structure group GL; c GKII corresponds to the natural inclusion

!l';(Rn, R") c !l'(R", !l'(R"),

where !l';(RII, RII) is the Abelian group of bilinear symmetric maps of R" x R" into R".
In other words, if (a, b) E GL;, then a = (a~)E GLII and b = (b}k) with b}k = b~j, where
i,j, k = 1, ... , n. Of course, the symmetry of b may be related to that of the second
derivatives of coordinate transformations. (Ehresmann and his school write H2(X) and

]f2(X) for what is denoted here by L2X and KX, respectively.) The following diagrams

O--- ••.-2'~s'(Rn,R")--~•••.-GL~ ••.GLn---l

j 11
O_£'(Rn, ~(Rj)---GKn ----; •••.~GLn-l

I/i ff. '"

summarize the most important relations among the differential prolongations of the
lowest order and their structure groups. The rows of the first diagram are exact and i is
the natural injection.

It is often convenient to consider the groups GL; and GKII as subgroups of GL(R"$
$!l'(R")). The map Q..

(a , b) t-+ (b ~ a :dJ - 1,;" /..,

defines a monomorphism of GKII into GL(RII$!l'(RII).
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Let E c LX be a G-structure; there is canonically associated to it a restriction if of
KX to G c GKn called the (first differential) prolongation of E. The total space if c KX

and its structure group are defined as follows.· If s: U - E c LX is a local section around
x E U, then the element of KX associated to jx(s) defines a linear map,

(2)

where 0' is the Lie algebra of O. The set if of all such ex'sis a: principal bundle over E
with .p(Rn, 0') C .P(Rn, .P(Rn)) as the structure group. Mo~eover, if-x is a principal
bundle with

G = Ox2(Rn, G') G: GKn

as the structure group. The intersection

E2 = ifnL2X

may-but need not-be a principal bundle, restriction of L2X to

02 = G x .P(Rn, G')n .p;(Rn, Rn).

For example, if E is a {I}-structure defined by a global section

s: X-LX,

then E2 is a principal bundle with {I} as the structure group iff s is holonomic. In general,
if E2 is a principal bundle, then it is called the (first) holonomic prolongation of E. Clearly,
E2 is a holonomic prolongation iff each fibre of if - X contains a holonomic element,
i.e. a map (2) subject to (1).

For any oc E E, the left side of (1) is a horizontal two-form,

.l'()i + i OJ _ 1 -i ()(Jj OkUI r OCj/\ r - "2 Cjk ex r /\ r'

If b = (bjk) E 2(R", G'), oc' = oc+b 0 (Jr, then

e~k(OC')= e}k(oc)+bjk-b}k>
or

e(OC') = c(ex)+Ab
where

A: 2(R", G') -. .P(I\.2Rn, R")

is the anti symmetrizing map,

Ab(v1, v2) = b(V1)V2 - b(V2)V1, Vi ERn,
and

e: E -. 2(/VRn, Rn).

Let k be the canonical map of 2(1\.2R", Rn) on the cokemel of A,

k: 2(f\2R", Rn) _ 2(1\.2R", Rn)/Im(A) = Coker(A).

It follows from (3) that k 0 e factors through (I: E _ E,

koc=co(l.

(3)
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(4)

c: E --7 Coker(A)

is the first-order structure function of E [31]. Since c(o:) = 0 iff 0: is holonomic, we have

THEOREM 1. A G-structure E c: LX has a holonomic prolongption iff its structure func
tion vanishes.

7. Connections

A linear connection on X may be given by a connection form which, considered as
a map

w: LX --7 KX,

is a section of (J and defines a restriction of KX to the general linear group
GLn c: GKn• According to (1), the linear connection has no torsion iff the map w

factors through i: L2X --7 LX. In other words, a torsionless connection defines a re
striction of the bundle L2X of holonomic second-order frames to the group GLn

c: GL; [24]. There exists a similar characterization of linear connections without curva
ture. It may be formulated in terms of differential prolongations of X of the third order.

A connection on a G-structure E c: LX is called a G-connection on X. Its connection

form determines a map
w: E~KX

which, together with the canonical injection g: G --7 GKn, g(a) = (a, 0), defines a restric
tion weE) of KX to G. Conversely, any such restriction leads, by projection on LX, to
a G-structure with a connection. This may be summarized in

THEOREM 2. There is a bijective and natural correspondence between the set of all G

connections on X and the set of all restrictions of KX to G c: GLn.

In addition to connections on G-structures, one has to consider connections on prin
cipal bundles which are obtained from the bundle of linear frames by prolonging it or
by forming a principal associated bundle in the sense of § 6.6.1 of [3]. A connection on
AX, PLX, and PAX is called affine, projective, and extended projective, respectively.

A linear connection on X induces, in a natural manner, unique affine, projective, and
extended projective connections on the same manifold. If w = (wj) is the connection
form of a linear connection and A. is any invariant one-form on LX, then the linear con
nection corresponding to

W'l. = wlJ+<51.A,J J

induces the same projective connection as w does [14]. Two linear connections give rise
to the same projective connection iff they are related by (4). In other words, a projective
connection may be defined as an equivalence class of linear connections, two linear con
nections being considered as equivalent if their forms are related by (4). As the name
implies, a projective connection serves to establish parallel transport of directions from
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one tangent space to another. Let (a}) and (€Ji) be, respectively, the curvature and torsion
two-forms of a linear connection. The forms

(5)

are invariant under the projective transformations. They vanish iff there exists a form A

such that OJ' is a (locally) flat linear connection [2].
A projective connection should be distinguished from what is sometimes called a

"projective structure;' on a manifold [10]; [11], [27]. The latter structure, which I prefer.
to call the geodetic structure or the geometry of paths [39], is determined by the set of
all unparametrized geodesics on a manifold.

The projective connection and the geodetic structure may be defined as restrictions
of KX and L2X, respectively. The corresponding groups are of the form GLn x H, where
H should be replaced by the additive group

H = {b E -Z'(Rn, -Z'(Rn»)I b1jk = <5ljCk}

in the first case, and by

Hs = {b E -Z';(Rn, Rn)1 b1jk = b}Ck+<5~Cj}

in the second.

8. Compatibility and the Einstein-Cartan theory

A projective connection induced by a G-connection is said to be compatible with the
underlying G-structure. In particular, a projective connection induced by (OJ}) is com
patible with the On-structure defined by the metric (glj) iff ~

(6)

for some one-form ft. If this is the case, one also sayl that the projective connection and
the metric are compatible with each other. A projective connection compatible with an
On-structure is also compatible with, the COn-structure induced by (glj)' Among the linear
connections which induce such a projective connection there is exactly. one compatible
with the On-'Structure. It is clear that the last three propositions remain valid if On is re
placed by the Lorentz group L and COn by the Maxwell group M. If (6) .holds, then the
angles between the directions undergoing projective parallel transport remain unchanged:
such is the geometric significance of compatibility.

The physical significance of compatibility between a projective connection and the
metric structure is manifested in the Einstein-Cartan theory of space-time (cf. [36], [17],

[37] and the references given there). Let X bea four-dimensional manifold with a metric
tensor, considered as a map
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equivariant under the action of GL4• For any r E LX, put 1]1234(r) = Idetglj(r)11/2 and
define 1]ljkl: LX -+ R for i,j, k, I E {I, 2, 3, 4} by the requirement 1]ljkl = 1][/jkI]' The
"pseudotensor" (1]ljkl) may be used to define a collection of forms on LX,

I k I . I 1
1]ljk = (Jl1]ljk" 1]/j = 1: (J :II. 1]ljk, 1]1 = 3" (J~A 1]lb _ 1].':' 4" (J A 1]1'

The metric tensor may be used to raise and lower indices in the usual manner.
Assume now that X has a projective connection, i.e., an equivalence class of linear

connections, the equivalence being defined by (4). The four-form e on LX defined by

8ne = ~ 1]k' A ~i

is invariant under the "projective transformation" (4): it depends only on g and the pro
jective connection. Given a local section s: U -+ LX of n, i.e., a field of linear frames

on U, one can compute the corresponding action integral ~s*e. This integral corresponds
u

to "pure gravitation". By supplementing it with an integral describing "ponderable matter"
and by varying the sum with respect to the components of the metric and of the con
nection, one arrives at the system of equations

~ 1]ijk A .Qjk = - 8nt" (7)

D1]/ = 8nsl. (8)

The three-forms occurring on the right sides of equations (7) and (8) describe the sources
of the gravitational field. They may be interpreted as the density of energy-momentum
and of spin, respectively. If both (t,) and (s'j) are invariant under projective transforma
tions, then the system of equations (7) and (8) also enjoys this p!,"operty.It is easy to prove

THEOREM 3. The projective connection and the metric which are subject to equations
(7) and (8) are compatible with each other if and only if

(9)

Equation (9) means that the density of spin is described by a three-form with values
in the Lie algebra of the Lorentz· group rather than that of the· general linear group. If
(9) holds, then there is' exactly one linear connection which is metric,

Dg'j == 0, (10)
and induces the projective connection under consideration. Equations (7)-(10) constitute
the basis of the Einstein-Cartan theory c~ space, time, and gravitation. Of course, if the
bundle KX of a four-dimensional manifold is restricted to L, then X is thereby endowed
with a metric and a linear connection which are compatible with each other.

9. The classification

A restriction F of KX or L 2X to a group G defines a certain geometry on the manifold
X. For several groups, the geometry may be interpreted as providing the "kinematic"
part of a theory of space-time and gravitation. As a rule, the restriction must be further

1
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constrained by "dynamic" conditions, expressed by "equations of motion", such as the
Einstein-Cartan equations. If G c GLn, then, by projection onto LX, the restriction
defines a G-structure E on X. Its prolongation E contains F, and G c G. In general, the
restriction of KX or L 2X to G endows X with a richer structure than a restriction of LX
to G or a restriction of KX to G.

Table II summarizes some of the geometries used in theories of space-tiple. Any
entry such as "Einstein structure" corresponds, in fact, to many theories, depending on
the form of the field equations. The Nordstrom theory and also special relativity belong,
in the sense described here, to the class of Einstein structures. Theories of the Weyl
Cartan and Newton-Cartan type have not been developed so far. Recently, Hamad and
Pettitt [16] have considered the holonomic prolongation of an M-structure which is closely
related to, but more general than, the Weyl structure.

TABLE II

Restriction of
XX

Ito the group I
L2X

corresponds to
I

corresponds to

projective connection

GL.xH
IGL.xH.

geodetic structure

linear cpnnection

GL.
symmetric linear

connection

Weyl-Cartan structure

MWeyl structure

Einstein-Cartan structure

LEinstein structure

Newton-Cartan structure

GNewton structure

(11)*nl./\ nj~.: J ~':l,

An interesting possibility of constructing a new theory based on the Weyl-Cartan
structure has been recently suggested by C. N. Yang (private communication and [41]).
If the "linear" Lagrangian of the Einstein-Cartan theory is replaced by the quadratic
expression

where
*nl _ I R' kl~.:j -"2 jkl'YJ

is the dual of Qj = +RjklOk /\ 0', then instead of the Cartan equation (8), which is algebraic
with respect to the torsion tensor, one obtains the differential equation

(12)

Since expression (11) is conformally invariant, it is natural to begin with a Weyl-Cartan
structure. In this case,

I I +.QlOJ J = Y J U jqJ
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where Yij + Yji = 0 and ffJ is a one-form associated with the electromagnetic potential.
From .Q~ = 4dffJ it foll&ws that the trace of equation (12) coincides, in form, with the
Maxwell equation. Since the Lie algebra of the Maxwell group is a direct sum, M' = REIj
E!jL', there is hardly any "unification" of electromagnetism with gravitation in this theory
[29].
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